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“Now also made in Middle East" - that was the message of the TROX presentation during the BIG 5
in Dubai. Visitors from all over the Middle East and beyond where experiencing the world premiere
of the brand new fan coil units (FCU) and air handling units (AHU) produced at the new TROX
factory in Egypt which started operating from 1st December 2018.

“Being close to our customers and developing products to the regional requirements is of utmost
importance for TROX. Opening a factory in Egypt and showing our commitment to the region and
its people proves how important the region is to TROX." says Matthias Kasprowicz, Managing
Director of TROX Middle East.

The reactions from the many visitors were impressive who were seeing and experiencing products
from various TROX factories, led by the flagship product X-CUBE air handling unit from Germany.

Beside the products made in Egypt and the X-CUBE, the TROX booth was showcasing different air
distribution products including our chilled beam solution and some tailor-made air diffusers like the
XARTO Gold Edition air diffuser. Further highlights were the smoke extract fans and fire and smoke
dampers as well as a life demonstrations of VAV technology. 
Open the video and see our booth for yourselves.

Visitors to the booth were able to learn how components and units that are perfectly
complementary to each other can be combined with a precise control system to form an
intelligent, interconnected overall system that ensures comfort, safety and energy efficiency.

The TROX Team would like to thank all visitors for their visit to the stand, all partners and
customers for their support and trust, all contributors for their endless efforts, and all competitors
for making us working harder every day.

Produced at the new TROX factory in Egypt: the brand new fan coil unit (DCU) ... 
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